Let (X 9 fji} be a Lebesgue space, J
Go It was also proved there that all such pairs are weakly equivalent for the fixed G 0 Later the weak equivalence of the pairs (F 9 a) was studied in [1, 2 9 7] and elsewhere,,
The main purpose of this paper is to describe the structures of cocycles of a.£ groups of automorphisms with values in a l.c.s. group-It appears that any cocycle is weakly equivalent to a cocycle which in a natural way composed of simpler cocycles: a transient cocycle and a cocycle with a dense range. In solving this problem,, we introduced and studied measurable fields of cocycles which have a dense range in an arbitrary subgroup of the group G Q =GxH.
Every pair (P 9 a 0 ), where a Q =(a 9 p) 9 defines in a natural way an action of the group G 0 which is called the Mackey action (or refered to as associated with the pair (F 9 <x 0 )) [11] . As a consequence of the above result on the structures of cocycles., we obtain the solution of the problem of finding the necessary and sufficient conditions of weak equivalence of the pairs (F l9 aj) and (J^, a{j). These conditions consists in the isomorphism of the corresponding Mackey actions of the group G Q . These studies are based on the methods developed in [1, 5 5 6] . Another approach to solution of a similar problem is proposed by A.L. Fedorov [2] .
Our results are easy to be extended to the case of the pairs (F 9 a), where the cocycle a takes the values in an arbitrary Lc.s. amenable group G and the Mackey action either is free or has a closed normal subgroup of Gx R in the capacity of the stabilizer.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the information on cocycles, needed for subsequent arguments and taken mainly from [15] , and introduced the concept of weak equivalence of the pairs (T, a). In Section 2 we study the transient cocycles defined for an arbitrary countable group of automorphisms and taking values in a Lc.s. group G, In Section 3, cocycles with a dense range are constructed for an arbitrary closed subgroup H 0 c:GxM and measurable fields of cocycles with a dense range in H 0 are studied. It is found that such fields of cocycles are weakly equivalent to a constant field of cocycles. The results of this section are applied to study the cocycles, for which the Mackey action is transitive, in Section 4. Section 5 studies the lacunary cocycles on a.f. groups of measure preserving automorphisms. They correspond to the free Mackey actions of the group G 3 that generally speaking have a quasiinvariant measure. In the subsequent two sections 9 the general case is considered where the group F has the quasi-invariant measure and the Mackey action of the group G Q =GxE is non-free. In the last section we consider results on the relation of the types of the Mackey actions and groups F. § 1. Preliminaries. Weak Equivalence 1.1. In this section we shall provide the preliminary facts from the ergodic theory that we shall need for the subsequent arguments. The definitions and more detailed results can be found in [8, 9, 14, 15] .
The set of all non-singular automorphisms of a Lebesgue space (X, IB, #) with a continuous measure p. will be denoted by Aut(X, J3, ju). We shall identify automorphisms differing on a measure 0 set. Let F be a countable subgroup of Aut(X, <B, fj). The set [F] ={g^Aut (X 9 33, v) :gx(= Fx for ^-a.a xeX}, where Fx={rx: r^F} is the orbit of x, is called the full group of automorphisms generated by F. The set N [F] 
={R<=Aut (X, $, UL)\ R[F]R" l =[r^9 which is also a subgroup of Aut(X, <B, ju) is called the normalizer of [F], The group of automorphisms F is called approximately finite (a.f.), if there exists an automorphism T(=Aut(X, J$, /«) such that [F]=[T], where [T]=[{T n : ns=Z}].
The two groups of automorphisms F 1 <^Aut(X 1 , <B l9 /^) and The ergodic group F(^Aut(X, IB, /*) is called a type IIj (IIoo) group, if there exists a measure v^t*, such that r°v=» for all r^F and the measure v(X) is finite (infinite). If there is no T-invariant measure equivalent to the measure #, then F is said to be of type III. Type III may be further classified (see below).
We shall also use sometimes the terminology and facts of the measurable groupoid theory (see, e.g. [3, 12] ). The result of this paper may also be fully expressed in terms of this theory. However, as a rule, we use the standard approach to the study of countable groups of automorphisms, since we proceed from the definitions and facts of [8, 9, 14, 15, etc. ].
1.2.
We shall cite the definition of the array as in [10] . Let r be an ergodic group of automorphisms of (X, IB, /JL). The expression
t=(A,B,A(-),r(;-y)
(1.1)
will be called the T-array of the set A<^.X(juA>0) provided that the following conditions are fulfilled: (i) 3 is a finite set of indices;
(
ii) U A(t)=A, A(i) D A(j)=0 (i *./), X^(0)>0;
ies (in) rO",7") are non-singular maps such that r(i 9 j)A(j)=A(i) 9 r(i, i)=i 9 rfe 7) rCA h)=r(h,h)> r(ij)x&rx for a.a. x<=A(j). Denote by .£?(<? ) the finite group of automorphisms of A generated by rO°, 7*X i, 7'eS and £P(<f) the collection of sets of the form U| S^( 0, where 4 is an arbitrary subset in 3.
The pairs (A(i) 9 r(j, i)X i 9 j^E will be called elements of £ . If the F-array (1.1) is defined, then it will be said to be defined over the partition (A 9 3, -4(OX 1.3. Let, as earlier, F be a countable ergodic group of automorphisms of (X, J3 9 ju) acting freely and let G be an arbitrary l.c.s. abelian group.
Definition 1.1. A measurable map a: Xxr~>G is called a cocycle, if for
and /i-a.a a (x, n r 2 ) = «(r 2^? n) a(x, r 2 ) .
1.2) lation u(z y x)=u(z, y) u(y, x), where (z, x), (z, y), (y, x)^<R(F).
The reverse statement is also true: for any measurable orbital cocycle u: JR(F)->G there exists a cocycle a&Z l (XxF, G) such that a(x 9 r)=u(rx y x) [15] .
For the freely acting group F, any cocycle a may be enlarged in a natural way to the full group [F] . Therefore, wherever convenient, we shall believe
The two cocycles a and ft from Z\XxF, G) are called F-cohomologous, if there exists a measurable function/: X->G such that «(*, r) =f(rx) p(x 9 r)/(*r.
1.4)
A cocycle a is called a coboundary, if it is F-cohomologous to the unit cocycle, i.e. a(x, r)=f(rx)f(x)~l for a measurable function/: X-*G.
1.4.
Let the countable ergodic groups of automorphismŝ i* &i) 9 i=l, 2 be orbital equivalent, i.e. let there exists a one-to-one map 6: X l ->X 2 such that 0 [F l ]6~1= [F 2 ] and flo/^^/^. Let there be defined a cocycle P^Z\X 2 X[r^9 G) then, by the map 6, the cocycle ft can be "transfered" to the group [FJ: O' l oft(x l9 n) = ft(0x l9 6 Tl ol \ (x, 9 rje^ixirj .
(1.5)
Relation (1.5) defines the one-to-one correspondence between the cocycles from Z^xtFJ, G) and those from Z^xfrj, G). In this case, the F r cohomologous cocycles correspond to F 2 -cohomologous cocycles and conversely. This is presented in more detail in [16] .
We shall consider all the pairs (F, a), where F is a countable ergodic group of automorphisms of (X, 3$ , ju), a^Z\XxF 9 G) and define, on such the set of pairs, an equivalence relation generalizing the orbital equivalence of the groups of automorphisms. Then, we shall develop a complete system of invariants of such the equivalence relation. 9 2, where F { is a freely acting group of automorphisms of (X iy *B i9 ju f ) and a i^Z \X i xF h G). We shall call the pairs (F l9 a^ and (F 2 , a 2 ) weakly equivalent, if there exists a map 0 : X 1 ->X 2 which implies the orbital equivalence of F l and F 2 and is such that the cocycle 6~loa 2 
Definition L2, Let there be the two pairs (F h a-), i=l

is F^cohomologous to the cocycle a v
If the cocycles 0~W 2 and o^ are F 1 -cohomologous, then the cocycles OQâ nd « 2 are F 2 -cohomologous. Thus, Definition 1.2 indeed suggests the equivalence relation on the set of pairs (F, a).
If (F, aj) and (F, a^ are weakly equivalent, then the cocycles a t and a 2 will also be called weakly equivalent.
In the case o^fo, Ts)=Pj(Xi, Ti) Definition 1.2 coincides with the definition of the orbital equivalence of groups of automorphisms. If the group Tc Aut (X, <B, ja) is of type III, i.e. has the nontrivial RadonNikodym cocycle p(x, r), then it is natural to consider, along with the cocycle xF, G) the cocycle a 0 GZ\Xxr, GxR) defined by the formula r)=(<*(x, r), P(X, r)). 
where r(«) is an element of F(a) such that (x, hg~l)^r(a)~l@* The further arguments are convenient to be made in terms of the measurable groupoid theory (see [3] and [12] ). Denote by M a measurable groupoid with discrete orbits which is defined by the action of F on X. Any cocycle a e Z\XxT 9 G) will define a homomorphism of the groupoid M into the group G. Denote by Q a measurable groupoid with continuous orbits generated by the group W(G) of automorphisms of ^.
According If Q is a measurable groupoid and E a subset of its set of units, then 3\ E will denote the reduction of the groupoid Q on E.
The following lemma is a slightly modified version of Lemma 7.4 of [3] . Thus,, it is proved that the orbits of the equivalence relation on 0(B) are countable,, because the cocycle a B^VQ . Therefore,, the section 0(E) of the action W B (G) is lacunary. Besides 9 it follows from (2.6) and (2.9) it is the cocycle a B that corresponds to the return cocycle of the action W B (G) on 0(S). Consider the measure OQ/JL on 0(B\ and let E be a Borel subset of 6(E) which is full with respect to QQ/JL. Because the later is zero on sets from 0(E) if and only if the measure & is zero on the respective sets from B, then OQJU, is equivalent to the projection of the measure (&XXG)\Q S on the section E along the orbits of W B (G). Therefore., the map (y 9 x)-*(0(y), 0(x)) is the desired isomor Remark. The isomorphism r (the subject of the proof of Theorem 2.9) may be directly chosen to be inner, as is obvious from simple considerations.
Our proof of Theorem 2.9 is similar in the idea to that in [7] ; another proof was given in [2] . 
Denote by A the group of automorphisms of (Y Q ,p) generated by d
As is known 9 A is ergodic and a.f. [9] . Proof. By the choice of the sequence {h 0 (ri)}n~i 9 there are infinitely many numbers n and n l9 such that h Q (n)=h Q (n l ). Put for such n and n% The proof follows in a transparent way form Lemma 3.1. The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 from [5] . Choose in the group G an invariant metric d compatible with the topology of the group G.
Next lemma is formulated and proved for the case of S of type III; the case of type II automorphism S is to be considered similarly. , y), (X Q , ^)e U (w 0 (?ow 0 )^-(w 0 ,r 0 ))^^) .
8=0
From (3.10) and (3.11), follows (3 0 7) 0 Q Further it will be convenient to believe the cocycle a Q to take values in the countable subgroup HQ dense in H Q (see Subsection 3.1). This assumption is not restrictive [6] . 
where CK O satisfies (3.6). Simple check shows that (3.13) and (3.15) follow from (3.12), (3.14) and (3.16). D
In other words, Lemma 3.8 states that the cocycle a may be replaced by the 5 0 -cohomologous cocycle ft and the measure v by the measure i/ equivalent to it, so that on the elements of the S^-array f the cocycle ]3 Q should have constant values, the Radon-Nikodym cocycle in particular also becoming constant on such elements. In this case, the function f 0 performing the cohomologous replacement takes values in the prescribed neighborhood of the identity in H 0 .
3.3. Before starting to prove the uniqueness theorem for fields of cocycles, let us consider the uniqueness theorem for individual cocycles with a dense range in the prescribed group H Q dG Q . The proof method of this theorem will then be extended, in a transparent way, to the case of measurable fields of cocycles.
Let F be an ergodic a. 
Oo(*, ffo l))=«o(*, rtt where k is specified by the equality F(K)=r(i, l^C'fa)-Therefore, put (g(ri) 9 *(*))=(0,0) for C'(»)c^'(i) and fe(n),6(*))=(gUi) for C'(ri)=r(i, Thus, for a.a, Jc
Using (3.23), calculate the measure of the set B= Uf-i rO", has the property Proof. Let a sequence of positive numbers {e n }n=i monotonically converges to zero and SJT-i ^< °°. Let {D n }^i be a dense sequence of sets in J3, whose every element occurs in it an infinite number of times. Apply (2), so that the array f 2 should have as many sets as 7? 2 has and that on sets with the same indices the values of <*o(2) (/Vcohomologous to aj(l)) should coincide with the values of al (2) . In transition to cohomologous cocycles, as in Lemma 3.11, the functions /o(l) 5 /o(2) and /S(l), /o(2) are constructed that define cohomologous equivalence of cocycles and are such that /oO") e^o ( e /)» ij=l,2.
By repeating the above procedure a countable number of times, we obtain two sequences of the arrays {f "}?.!, {^}"=i two sequences of the cocycles {«o(0}r»i, {«o(0}r=i and two sequences of the functions {/ o(*0}T-i, Vo(fc)}r.i corresponding to the groups F 2 and r 2 , respectively. The arrays 5 n and ?? n satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.11, and the functions fi(k) and the co- t^\T& Putting it otherwise, the pairs (T l9 aj) and (r 2 , OQ) are weakly equivalent, n 3.4. Let us come back to considering the fields of cocycles which we began in Subsection 3.2. To prove Theorem 3.9 and Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, we used the results of the said subsection (Lemmas 3,6, 3.7 and 3.8) that are true for the fields of cocycles. Therefore, the proofs of the results of Subsection 3.3 formulated for individual cocycles can be extended without changes to the case of the fields of cocycles. Then, we obtain validity of In Subsection 3.1, the cocycle J3 Q with values in H^ and a dense range in H Q was constructed. By J9 9 we shall also denote the constant field of cocycles, each equal to ft Q . 
Let the associated action W^^G) for a pair (T 9 a) be isomorphic to the transitive action of the group G on a quotient space G/H, where H is a proper closed subgroup of G. Then, the cocycle a is F-cohomologous to a cocycle ft taking all its values in H, IfG is abelian, then r(F 9 a)=r(F 9 fi)=H.
Proof. As in Section 2 9 we shall consider the skew product F(a)cAut (Xx G, vXZ G ) and the action V of G which are defined by (2.1) and (2.2). Let f be a measurable hull of partition into orbits of the group r(a). By the condition of the theorem 9 
q(rx, a(x 9 r) go) = W(g,Y l W(a(x, rT
where e is the identity in G. Therefore,
W(a(x, r)} q(x, e) = q(rx, e) , r*=F . (4.4)
Let ct) 0^G /H be the point in the quotient space into which the group H is projected. Then,
By the theorem on the measurable choice, there exists a measurable map
0: G/H-+G such that W(d(o))) o> Q =o) since W(g) (g^G) is the shift into G/H. For x^X we put f(x)=6(q(x,ej) and define the cocycle /?, which is Fcohomologous to a, by the formula: 0(x, r)=f(rx)~1 a(x, r)f(x). Let us check that all values of ft lie in H: r)} o> 0 = W(6(q(rx, e))-1 ) W(a(x, r)) q(x, e) = W(0 (q(rx, e)))-1 q(rx, e) = a> Q . (4.6)
Here we have used equalities (4.4) and (4.5). Relation (4.6) means that ft(x, r) &H for a.a. x^X and all r er. Thus, r(F, a)=H (assuming now G to be an abelian group). From results of Section 5 (see Theorem 5.9) it immediately follows that indeed r(F, a)=H. D 4.2. Below the group G is assumed to be abelian.
Theorem 4.2. Let FdAut(X, IB, jj) be an arbitrary ergodic group and a^Z^XxF, G). The action W (rt06) (G) associated with the pair (F, a) is transitive if and only if the cocycle a is regular.
Proof, It follows from 
the notation H Q =(H G9 H R ). Show that r(F, a)=H G , where H G is the closure of the group H G in G.
As all values of a are in the group H G , then evidently r(F 9 a)dH G . Let U be an arbitrary neighborhood of the identity in G and h Q^HGa Then, there is an element h% G/JT G such that h^hg+U, For a certain t^^H^ the element (A 15 i^)€fT 0 . Therefore, for any ^CX and U g =Ux(-e 9 e) there is a subset J?C/4 of positive measure and an automorphism r^fT] such that rBc.A and a 0 (x, r)^(A ls %)+ U Q , x&R Thus, a(^3 r)eA 1 +C/cA 0 +2C/ for a.a. ^e^, i.e. A 0 er(F 9 a), Therefore, we obtain that the cocycle a is regular.
An example showing that regular a does not necessarily mean regularity of a 0 will be provided in Section 7. D Corollary 4A £e* £/ze /w»>j (F lf aj) a«rf (J^, a?) &e swc/i /to /Ae cocydes a^9i=\ 9 Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.17 that the cocycle a is r-cohomologous to a lacunary cocycle a^Z\Xxr 9 
G): d x (x, r)=f(rx)+a(x 9 r)-f(x), where /: X-+G is a measurable map. According to the theorem on measurable choice, there exists a measurable map tyiX-^G such that f=i/r+H. Put x 9 r)-iK*)-D
On the basis of this lemma, we shall always believe the cocycle a to be lacunary. In other words, there exists a neighborhood F 0 of the identity in G 9 for which &(x, r)$F 0 -{6}, x^X 9 r e[r].
Consider the orbital cocycle &k=fi corresponding to a. Let 3L(F} be the measurable equivalence relation on X defined by partition of X into orbits of F. Put S>= {(*!, ;c 2 )e5l(r): ti(x l9 x 2 )=-0}. Obviously, 3! is also a measurable equivalence relation and 3?C.3l(r). It follows from the results of [4] that in [F] there exists an freely acting automorphism S Q such that 5l(*S' Q )=5 > . Denote the cr-algebra of measurable S 0 -invariant subsets in X by J3 0 . Then, J3 0 corresponds to the partition <? of X into ergodic components of S 0 . Put X$= X/£ 9 JU Q =V£ and let n: X-*X Q be the natural projection onto Jf 0 . Lemma 
[S(x Q )] P(x Q )=[S]
for %-a.a. x Q^XQ9 where S is an ergodic type l\ automorphism of (F, v). E.g., the space (Y Q ,p) and the automorphism group A of Subsection 3d may be taken as (F, v) and S assuming P to be J-invariant Each point x^X can be represented as x=(n(x\ y) 9 where y^n~l(n(x)). Then, the transformation P: x-*(n(x), P(^(x))~~1 y) maps X into X Q x Fand the measure /« into /« 0 x^. We have the automorphism group PFP" 1 
. In the full group [F] there exists an automorphism R, such that
A(x 9 R)=tfx(xy) 9 XGX. 9 (F, a) .
#), ju(X)=--l, preserving the measure p., and there exists a lacunary cocycle a^Z\XxT 9 G), both such that the action W(G) is isomorphic to the action W(p t^( G) associated with the pair
Proof. Choose a complete lacunary Borel section JT 0 c£ of the action W(G). The measure JU Q on X Q will be defined as the image of the measure p. There exists on X 0 a countable ergodic equivalence relation jR, and let Q be such an automorphism of X Q that 3l(Q)=3l [4] . Clearly, Q preserves the measure # 0 , and ^0Cr 0 )=1. Proof. Since we are interested in the stable weak equivalence relation, then we may consider the pair (F g , a,-) instead of (F i9 a,-) and F to be of type III. If F is a type II group, then the proofs below, will be (x 0 ) y) . Under the action of R the group r will transform into the group F'=RFR~l generated by 5 0 and go, where
). The cocycle a Q will be replaced by a' Q denned on r': Then, according to (6.4), 0 )-
Then, in [$Q\ there exists a measurable field of automorphisms S Q = (x Q -*s(x^i) such that for a.a. (X Q , y)^X Q xŶ
The proof of the lemma is transparent enough, so we shall only provide a sketch of it. As earlier, taking into consideration the results of [6] , the cocycle « 0 may be assumed to take values in a countable group H ' 0 which is dense in H$. In this case the function / can be chosen so that «o should be aslo take values in H' Q (see (6.4) and Remark 3.12). Therefore, f(r '(* 0 , y))-f(x g , y) belongs to HQ. These observations enable conclusion that the function / is piecewise constant and has values in HQ. Since the group [*S r p]={5 r e [5] , P Q (y,s) =0, y^Y} is ergodic on (F, v) , then equality (6.7) is easy to obtain for any fixed XQ&XQ. Because /(x 0 , y) is the measurable function, the corresponding field of automorphisms s 9 =(x 0 -^>s(x^) may be chosen to be measurable. D
where S Q is the as in Lemma 6.3. Then, it follows from (6.6) and (6. After the preparations made, let us consider the existence and uniqueness theorems (analogous to the theorems of Section 5) for the case, where F is an ergodic a.f. type II group of automorphisms and a a nonregular cocycle from Z*(XxF, G) such that r(F, a)=H.
Let there be defined two pairs (F g -3 <x g -), /=!, 2, and let r(F 1? a i )=r(F 2J « 2 )= H. According to Theorem 6.4, we can transfer to weakly equivalent pairs which has the following properties F 1 =F 2^F , a^x^ y, S 0 )=a 2 Proof. As has been mentioned, the group r can be believed to be generated by go and S Q and the cocycles a i9 f=l, 2 to satisfy relations (6.8) Let {£*}?=! be a sequence of positive numbers monotonically converging to 0 and {2^} ?=,! a sequence of sets, which is dense in £B, each term occuring an infinite number of times in it. Construct a /"-array Cj such that the cocycle a x takes constant values on each of its elements. Besides, the group of automorphisms £(£i), approximates the orbits of P with error e l9 and in ^(f x ) there is a set D{ which approximates D 1 with the error e lm Such the array exists because the function y(x Q ) may be thought to be piecewise constant. Since a t on {go : n e Z\ is transient, then the array f j is globally nontransitive and consists of a finite number of transitive components. According to (6.9) and the condition of the theorem, there exists a T-array ^ such that: (1) ^ has as many transitive components as Cj ; (2) every transitive compnent of 2^ contains as many sets as the corresponding component of C l ; (3) the sets of ^ can be numbered so that for the sets E{i) and F(j) of Cj and q l9 respectively, having identical numbers, K£(0 (*o)HK^(0 (*o)) for a.a. x Q GX 0 , where E(i) (x 0 ) and F(i)(x Q ) are x 0 -sections of E(t) and F(i); (4) the values of « 1 and a 2 on elements of C 1? and ŵ ith identical numbers coincide. E.g., rj l can be constructed over the partition which defines £ l on X. Then, refine the T-array TJ I and construct a -T-array rj 2 such that the cocycle a 2 takes constant values on its elements and Q(ri^) approximates the orbits of I 1 with the error £ l and ^(^ also approximates the set D l with the error e lm To do so, let us consider a set A consisting of the union of fundamental sets of transitive components of rj l and construct the F-array rj{ on A in such a way that the refinement of ^ by 271, which we denote by rj z , should have the above properties. Then, construct a refinement C x of C 2 so that the above conditions (1)- (4) should be fulfilled for the arrays C 2 , ?7 2 . By repeating the said procedure a countable number of times, construct two sequence of F-arrays {fjjT-i and {?*}?= i> which approximate the cr-algebra J3 and the orbits of F. Consider the problem of existence of a pair (F, a) for which the associated action is isomorphic to a given action of G. We shall consider in particular nonfree actions. The following theorem shows that the action associated with (F, a) does not necessarily preserve measure, though F is a type II group of automorphisms. These automorphisms generate the ergodic a.f. group F, which, by (6.10), is of type IIoo. Define the cocycle a on F:
, 60) = <* MQ 5 r lf0 )=0, (6.11) It is easy checked that formulae (6.11) define the cocycle a on r correctly. > Go) = ), (6.12) where /# is the standard cocycle from Section 3, the function (pi X Q -*G is outside a neighborhood of identity in G and a is a section of G over 6. 99 P~lQlP=QoS Q , It follows from the conditions of the theorem and the fact that the automorphisms gj? *=1 9 2, preserve measure, that for a.a. * 0 eJf 0 ,
The values of tfj and a z on Qj and go differ by a function taking values in the group H=r(S 9 ft). We may multiply the element Ql by an automorphism Jo^Sy, so that the values of a 2 and a 2 on gj and go ^o should become equal. Now we shall do as in the proof of Theorem 6.6. Using the above properties of a x and a z and the property (6.13), construct two sets of /"-arrays, {fjr-i and fejr.1 satisfying the conditions: (1) UT.i^(O^= U7.
rx; (2) u(UT.i 5>(f .))="( UJ. Property (2) implies that a Q9 when considered on {Ql\ n^Z}, is there transient, and the ergodic automorphism S is of type II, i.e. S<*v=v . Assume for convenience the measure v to be infinite. Besides, since <p(x Q )=(<p G (x Q ) 9 then
The above properties of (F, a 0 ) suggest validity of the following lemma (which is proved in the same way as Lemma 5.8). g) )=log %), the numbers log /I, log ^(g) 3 g^G being rationally independent, and assume that there exists an element g^G such that ^(gi)^!. Consider equivalence relation 8 with continuous orbits, which is generated on (X, ju) by the action of g 0 , S 0 and )> g^G. 
(recall that S(a Q ) defines the partition into equivalence classes on the space X Q X YxGxR). Let us find now the quotient space by the measurable hall of partition into orbits of the equivalence relation S(a Q ) on X Q x YxGxR. Since S acts ergodically on Y and in view of (7.2), this quotient space should be sought for in the set X 0 xGxR, i.e. in "the plane perpendicular to F". Put E=X Q x {0} x[0, -log ^). It follows from (7.2) that the set E intersects the orbits of (?o( where the number n is chosen by the condition u+u 0 -log /I(g 0 )+«log ^e [0, -log X\. Therefore, the automorphism W^i (X^( g 0 , w 0 ) acts identically if and only if Q n /(-g 0 ) ^o^-^o-However, since l(G) was chosen to be strictly outer to [Q] , the latter equality is not true.
Let us construct the countable group F of type IIIj in the following way. Let Q l be the measurable groupoid generated by [Q] and /(g), g^G. Then Q± is isomorphic to the groupoid X' X TxFx T, where a countable automorphism group F acts on the Lebesgue space X' [3, 17] . The cocycle a defined on S l can be replaced by the cohomologous cocycle a' so that it should become trivial for the action of the circle T on itself, i.e. a 1 should be concentrated on X'xP (simple arguments omitted). The pair (F, a') will have the properties: r(F, a') =G,r(r,a$)={0}. D
The latter example suggests that regularity of a does not imply regularity of CE O .
7.3. Consider the uniqueness and existence theorems for (r, a 0 ) for the case of type III group P and a non-free associated action W(r,
Recall the results of Theorem 6.4. By changing to the weakly equivalent pair, one can provide the following properties of any (P 9 <z 0 ) such that r(F, a Q )= H Q : (1) the group P is generated by Q Q and S 0 acting on (X Q xY 9 Proof. It follows from the conditions of the theorem and relations (7.3) that for both the pairs (P l9 a\) and (F 2 , al) it can be believed that the Lebesgue spaces coincide in which the groups P l and T 2 act 5 and also Sl=Sl. Since S is of type II or III A (0<^<1), then there exists in [S] an ergodic subgroup on which the cocycle #, is trivial (see Corollary 3.15). Thus, as in Lemma 6.5, the associated action W( r . >e6^( G Q ) is isomorphic to the action of G Q on the quotient space of X 0 X G Q by the measurable partition into orbits of (X Q , gb)~K2' x o> &+<?' (X Q )), i=l 9 
